
ESSAYS ON LE SILENCE DE LA MER

On Film / Essays â€” May 1, Le silence de la mer 3. When the French illustrator and journalist Jean Bruller wrote the
novella Le silence de la mer in late.

How am I going to pass? He seems desperate to talk to the two on the basis of their book collection, their
obvious interests in music and as an alternative to his experience of trying to discuss such things with other
Nazis. They realise that he is going to leave, and so the uncle tells him to enter. It does however present an
interesting aural dynamic to the film that adds to the narrative while also creating something rather new. That
officer is Werner von Ebrennac Howard Vernon , an educated man in love with French culture and ultimately
aghast at the plans of his government to decimate rather than assimilate its enemies. Werner has to go to Paris
for a few days. Good luck! However, they never do, which can be interpreted as either affection for Werner or
a refusal to allow their lives to be at all impacted by him. Themes An important theme of the novel is conflict.
Le silence de la mer seems intended rather to embody the most refined values of a culture as they persist
against all odds at a moment of maximum pressure and hopelessness. Werner limps upstairs. The fidelity of
the adaptation in a strange way liberated him. We begin with a sequence in which a man hands off a suitcase
of forbidden publications to another, copies of Le silence de la mer side by side with issues of the Albert
Camusâ€”edited Combat; and the final shot is of the book's last page, bearing the date of its composition in the
year following France's defeat: October  Short as the film is, it instills a powerful sense of the same nightly
scene being repeated over and over, finding new ways to film the unchanging standoff: glances and the
avoidance of glances, extended hands and folded arms, the fire with its promise of an illusory warmth, faces
separated by an abyss within the confines of a small room "Sincerity can always overcome obstacles": such is
the almost childlike delusion of the German officer, a delusion quite in keeping with the spirit of many
popular films of the thirties and forties. The use of silence is well documented from a narrative perspective.
From that premise, he wove the sparest of parables. He also appears to criticise the war itself, portraying
Werner as naive and misguided. Without being overtly hostile, the two hosts ignore the presence and
conversation of the cultured and polite officer who increasingly engages them in one sided conversations on
his burgeoning Francophilia and adoration of French culture and art. Von Ebrennac loses himself in an
excursus on breast-feeding as a metaphor for France's bond with Germany as he leans over the fire, and later
we watch his nervous fingers even as the narrator is discoursing on how hands can reveal more emotion than a
face. There are a few additions that enlarge the historical scope, notably a discussion by Nazi officers of the
horrors of Treblinka of which Vercors could not have known at the time and a public notice of hostages
executed by the Germans, but essentially the film amounts to an almost literal reading of the book. A French
householder and his niece are, like Bruller, encumbered with a young occupying officer, Werner von
Ebrennac, and vow not to speak to him or otherwise acknowledge his presence. Le Silence de la Mer
illustrates that resistance comes at a cost. The book is physically present in the movie, first and last. One night,
he talks about his ex-girlfriend from Germany, who he was going to marry. In one stunning shot where her
head is framed against total blackness, she seems resigned to absolute isolation. In , some wounds were still a
little too fresh for some viewers. Before he leaves, he says goodbye, and the niece says it back quietly. The
uncle finds him playing Bach on their household organ to a beautifully high standard. Though the film, made
in , was not released until two years later. Although Werner has a sincere interest in French culture, Werner is
German before all else. The uncle, however, says that he seems acceptable. The family are torn between their
faith to their country and their feelings for Ebrennac, whereas Ebrennac himself is torn between his ideals and
those of the Nazis. Copy Link When the French illustrator and journalist Jean Bruller wrote the novella Le
silence de la mer in late , he could not have foreseen that the story would go on to become a primary
inspirational text for the French Resistance. The silence is replaced by the appalling dogma of the Nazi
officers which not only shocks von Ebrennac but shows the audience just how powerful the French silence is.
Though he is unavoidably there, with all his awkward good intentionsâ€”reciting lists of French authors,
playing Bach on the harmonium, reading aloud from Shakespeare, rattling on winningly but absurdly about
how much he loves the story of Beauty and the Beastâ€”the futility of his openheartedness, the very
endlessness of his talking, already makes him an apparition, a remnant of an inconvenient humanity destined
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only to be trodden under. Her role is calculated, as in the book, to culminate in a single spoken word, and
Melville makes this whispered farewell as explosive and heartbreaking as it needs to be. The metaphorical tact
of the title is representative of the work; it is left for the reader to reflect that the sea is never silent. I was not
raised or educated in any particular faith tradition; I came to Christianity in my teen years, largely absent any
religious instruction. Werner wishes them goodnight every night, and not much else. His love of music is
almost equalled to his love of writing, especially that of the French. Despite her lack of dialogue, the reader is
aware that she has feelings for Werner. She is quite cold throughout the book, due to her resistance, which
contrasts with Ebrennac. The actual space of the rooms in which most of the action occurs, the materiality of
every word spoken and the pauses marking the words not spoken, not to mention the ticking clock that makes
the silences hang heavy in a way that the book could only suggestâ€”all these elements combine to establish
the pervasive atmosphere of intrusion and discomfort and a rigorously maintained interpersonal distance.


